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The goal of Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) is to bring the helical-axis advanced stellarator (HELIAS [1]) to 

maturity. Key questions concern the impact of magnetic-field optimization for reactor-grade stellarator 

plasmas. An integrated demonstration of the optimization of W7-X, however, requires high plasma 

beta and must therefore await an upgrading of the device. Nonetheless, initial aspects relevant to 

stellarator optimization became accessible in the first experimental campaign of W7-X. First, the 

magnetic field was demonstrated to be as accurate as required for the physics program [2]. Well-

advanced diagnostics allowed the magnetic field structure to be varied although there were large 

unprotected plasma-facing components in the vessel. Long, stationary (pulse > 50 E) plasmas [3], 

albeit at fairly low densities, showed benign plasma operation. The magnetic field was varied by 

scanning the current in one of the seven superconducting coil types.  Lowering the current in the 

planar coils located in the straight sections of the W7-X pentagon, increased the rotational transform 

from a = 0.87 to a = 0.91, causing large 5/5 islands to appear in the limiter shadow. At the same time, 

the effective helical ripple (relevant to transport optimization) rose from 0.7% to 1.4% and the depth 

of the toroidal mirror was increased by about 50%. The heat load pattern moved on the limiters 

according to expectations. 

The plasma performance shows high confinement quality with respect to the ISS04 scaling [4]. The 

direct impact of the configuration change on radial transport was limited since the plasma was in the 

core electron-root confinement regime. The variation in the toroidal mirror, however, revealed effects 

on the plasma current in long pulses. Its measured value was smaller than the stationary neoclassically 

predicted value and is estimated to be over an order of magnitude smaller than in equivalent tokamaks, 

demonstrating the predicted cancellation of bootstrap current contributions from toroidal and helical 

field harmonics. Further variations of the current were observed due to changes in the toroidal mirror, 

as expected theoretically. These findings provide experimental evidence that basic elements of 

stellarator optimization work as expected. More quantitative assessments will become possible in 

forthcoming experiments at higher plasma densities.  
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